
 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Ivana Hodak 

98, Stjepana Radića, 35212 Garčin (Croatia) 

 +385958431379    

 ivana.hodak.13@gmail.com 

JOB APPLIED FOR Translator

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

01/09/2009–15/06/2013 State "Matura" Certificate EQF level 5

Gimnazija "Matija Mesić", Slavonski Brod (Croatia) 

General

-Croatian, English, German, Mathematics, History

Occupational

-psychology, biology, chemistry, geography

01/10/2013–Present Master's degree of Croatian and Hungarian language and literature
Filozofski fakultet Osijek, Osijek (Croatia) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Croatian

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 B2 B2 B2 B2

German B1 B2 B1 B2 B2

Hungarian B1 B1 A2 B1 B1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

Communication skills -successfully participated in and motivated teams to research and prepare presentations for class 
seminars

-adopted an inclusive approach to decision making situations

-can get on with a wide range of people, good motivator and able to support others

-researched and analysed data, presented results, wrote reports and made recommendations

-partly organised society meetings, promoted society events, negotiated with and persuaded sponsors
to support society activities (presentation of Medieval Glagolitic life)

Job-related skills - working on all sorts of texts in english, croatian and hungarian language 

- proofreading and text editing skills

- translating skills

Digital competence -good command of office suite (word processor, spread sheet, presentation software) gained during 
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the education and self-teaching

-good command of photo editing software gained by self-teaching

Other skills -keen interest in foreign culture and history. Have travelled widely, for example: Spain, Italy, Hungary, 
Slovenia, France, Bosnia and Herzegovina

-enjoy experiencing new cultures, learning new languages and working in different 
workingenvironments
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